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 “The Tenement Museum promotes tolerance and 
historical perspective through the presentation and 

interpretation of the variety of immigrant and 
migrant experiences on Manhattan’s Lower East 

Side, a gateway to America.”

MISSION

understanding



The museum does not anticipate their 
core goal of collecting stories to 
change in the foreseeable future.

MISSION



CHALLENGES 2034

- The LES is quickly becoming gentrified: How can the TM responsibly 
address the neighborhood’s shifting demographic so that it is not solely a 
historic relic?

- 97 Orchard can only have a finite number of people visit it through tours: 
103 Orchard needs to offer historical information on immigration through 
interaction and sharing stories as well

- The make-up of current immigrants is constantly changing; the TM is 
aware of its need to tell contemporary immigration stories



Vision Vessel

“The idea is that one steps into the Vision Vessel like one would a voting 
booth, with the curtain both practically and symbolically conveying a 
private exercise of public expression.”
-Brian Libby, Portland Architecture Blog

PRECEDENTS



ESI’s “Gallery of Community” exhibit for the 
Pope John Paul II Cultural Center in Washington, DC

PRECEDENTS



Kitchen Conversations, Tenement Museum

PRECEDENTS



ASSETS

- Expanding the museum’s strongest asset: oral histories.

- Through space planning we are providing specified areas for people to 
contribute oral histories and discuss various issues related to the 
issues surrounding tenements past and present.

- Drawing on Museum’s history of activism by providing access to 
information on housing and immigration rights through the Community 
Center format and Development Awareness Talks

Oral Histories

Physical Space

Educators 

TECHNIQUES



Physical Space for Sharing Stories
103 Orchard

PROPOSAL



PROPOSAL

dia[LOG]: "speak with each other" 

a space to log stories and “LOG INTO THE 
LARGER CONVERSATION”

conversation room
a space for interaction and dialogue. 

- kitchen conversations
- development awareness talks

dia[LOG]

street

visitor + community space

conversation room



PROPOSAL

conversation roomdia[LOG]



PROPOSAL

entrance 103 Orchard- information



dia [LOG]

PROPOSAL



PROPOSAL



PROPOSAL

dia [LOG]
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PROPOSAL

design feature- people interaction w/ actors



PROPOSAL

design feature- people interaction w/ actors



PROPOSAL

design feature- name walls



AUDIENCE

Diverse Audience: 2034
Family:  
- Tourists
- Father; 52 yrs. old
- Mother; 58 yrs. old
- Daughter; 17 yrs. old
- Younger Daughter; 13 yrs. old
-Visited 97 Orchard and afterward came to 103 Orchard to contribute a story to the 
dia[LOG]. She brought daughters with her to hear her contribution 

Woman: 
-Manhattan Resident; Caucasian 
- 75 yrs. old; Retired Doctor
-Example of the Older Baby Boomer
-Attended museum and went to a Kitchen Conversation after visiting 97 Orchard

Man: 
-Indian; Recent Immigrant 
-26 yrs. old; Living in a Tenement in Queens
-Visited Center to hear a Lawyer speak about housing rights
-Saw dia [LOG] and recorded his own immigration experience.
-His LOG was used on Kitchen conversation.


